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Support Community Systems Development
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Edna Navarro-Vidaurre
Assistant Director, Community Systems Development
Illinois Action for Children

All
participants
will be
muted.

Technical issues?
Type your issue in the
chat box or send an
email to Karla
Muldowney
karla.muldowney@act
forchildren.org

Type your
question here,
then hit “send”

Illinois Action for Children is a catalyst for organizing,
developing and supporting strong families and
Powerful communities where children matter most.
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Christina Foster
IAFC Consultant
Foster What Matters, Inc.

Objectives:
• Learn (or review) the World Café process
• Explore how Café conversations can support
community systems development (CSD) efforts
• Gain helpful tips for more productive and effective
conversations

Agenda
• The what, when, and whys of World Café
• World Café fundamentals
• Design, facilitation, and harvesting tips
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Poll: Which of the following apply
to you? Select all that apply.
• I have participated in a world café.
• I have facilitated a world café.
• I learned how to conduct a world café on my own.
• I have attended world café training.
• I want to enhance my skills at designing, facilitating
and harvesting world cafés.

What is world café?

• Simple group dialogue method for engaging in
conversations that matter
• Conversation as a core process for making meaning
together, surfacing collective intelligence and
getting to wiser action

World Café Assumptions
• The knowledge and wisdom we need are already
present and accessible.
• Intelligence emerges as the system
connects to itself in creative and
meaningful ways.
• Collective insight evolves from:
•
•
•
•

Honoring unique contributions
Connecting ideas
Listening to the middle
Noticing deeper patterns and questions

Source: Juanita Brown with David Isaacs. The World Café:
Shaping Our Futures Through Conversations that Matter
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World Café and CSD are both based on the
assumption that we’re smarter and more
capable when we work together.
•
•
•
•
•

Relationships
Wholeness
Interconnectedness
Emergence
Synthesis
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When is world café appropriate?
12 – 1000 or more people
2 or more hours
• Connecting and relationship building
• Exchanging knowledge and/or experiences
• Exploring a topic or question in-depth
• Getting to shared understanding of complex
problems, needs, and/or opportunities
• Brainstorming options; Stimulating innovative
thinking
• Learning and making meaning together

When is world café not appropriate?
12 or fewer people
Less than 2 hours
• Conveying information (as opposed to exploring
information)
• Solution/decision/action has already been
determined
• Decision-making or action planning (however, it can
be used to inform decisions/actions)
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Chat Response: How has/is World
Café been part of your CSD efforts?
• Building stakeholder relationships
• Gaining deeper understanding of programs/services
• Getting to shared understanding of a complex
problem
• Reviewing and understanding data
• Exploring new opportunities
• Brainstorming, creating or innovating together
• Learning and making meaning together
• Other: _____________________________

Why use World Café?
• Easy to facilitate
• Deeper stakeholder engagement
• More effective conversations
• Better results

World Café What, When, and Whys:
Questions or Comments?
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Please go to Slide Deck 2
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